Crystal structure, Raman spectroscopy, and ab initio calculations of a new bialkali alanate K2LiAlH6.
A new bialkali alanate K2LiAlH6 was synthesized at 320-330 degrees C and 100-700 bar. It was structurally characterized by powder X-ray diffraction. It crystallizes in space group R3m (No. 166) with unit cell parameters a = 5.62068(8) and c = 27.3986(6) A. The Li and K cation sites are mutually exclusive, and Rietveld refinement finds no cation mixing. First-principles total energy calculations were performed for nine competing database structures of the stoichiometry A2BCX6, taken from fluoride and oxide compounds in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD). The relaxed structures were compared via their total energies and their agreement with experimental diffraction spectra. Two database structures K2LiAlF6 (R3m) and Cs2NaAlF6 (C2/m) were found to have the lowest total energies, but with the Rietveld method the K2LiAlF6 structure type was shown to be the most favorable. Ab initio total energy calculations support the validity of the structure determination. First-principles calculations also indicate that cation mixing is energetically unfavorable. Hydride properties such as plateau pressure are therefore more difficult to manipulate through alloying in this class of compounds.